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Abstract

An analysis of the production of the � baryon in the hadronic decays of the Z� is
presented	 based on about ���K multihadronic events collected by the DELPHI
detector at LEP during ���� and ���
� The di�erential cross section of the �
and the correlations between � and � produced in the same event are compared
to current models	 based both on string fragmentation and on cluster decay�
The predictions of the string fragmentation model are found to give satisfactory
agreements with the data	 clearly better than those of the cluster model�
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� Introduction

The direct production of baryons in e�e� annihilations at the Z� may be described
by many di�erent mechanisms� Among them are the following�

�� Baryons can come from the recombination of triplets of quarks �q� separately created
�Figure �a�� Baryons and antibaryons in the �nal state should be uncorrelated�


� The Z� decay gives rise to a diquark�antidiquark �D D� pair� The baryon and the
antibaryon should be leading particles in opposite jets �Figure �b��

�� Baryons can be produced from diquark�antidiquark pairs in the fragmentation� In
this case the baryon�antibaryon pair is expected to be close in phase space	 and in
general in the same jet� However the production of diquarks should be suppressed
with respect to the production of quarks	 because of their higher mass �Figure �c��

�� Baryons can be produced from diquarks in the fragmentation	 with the possibility
that a gap in the string	 due to the creation of a D D pair	 is broken by a qq pair� In
this case	 the strict ordering in rapidity of baryon�antibaryon pairs	 predicted by the
model described in the previous item	 is broken by a meson M ��popcorn� model	
Figure �d��

Contributions from the decays of heavier baryons	 or of B mesons	 must be added to the
above processes�

The measurement of inclusive cross sections for baryon production does not display
a high discriminating power among di�erent models	 since in general the simulation
programs that incorporate such models contain adjustable parameters that can account
for the observations�

It is thus important to look at baryon correlations to distinguish among di�erent
models� The existence of short�range baryon�antibaryon correlations has been demon�
strated experimentally at PEP�PETRA energies ��	
�� This means that pp pairs are more
likely to occur close in phase space than far apart� Leading diquarks �or leading baryon
pairs� are thus not a major source of baryon production �at least at PEP�PETRA energy	
and presumably at higher energies too�� The recombination model ���� is disfavoured by
TASSO results ����

In this paper	 the production of the strange baryon �y and the correlations between
� and � produced in the same event have been analysed using data collected by the
DELPHI detector ��� at the e�e� storage ring LEP at CERN� The data were taken at
the Z� peak in ���� and ���
� The cross section and the correlation measurements are
compared with the predictions of the JETSET ��� Monte Carlo implementation of the
Lund model �using parton shower generation and string fragmentation� with parameters
related to baryon production tuned to data at PEP�PETRA energies ���	 and with the
HERWIG Monte Carlo implementation of the Webber�Marchesini model	 version ��� ����

The inclusive di�erential cross section for the production of the � baryon at the
Z� peak has been studied previously by DELPHI ��� and OPAL ��� at LEP� OPAL ���
has recently published results on strange baryon correlations�

The present work extends the results of Ref� ���	 using ten times as many recon�
structed �� The results on �� correlations are based on a number of pairs roughly ten
times larger than those available at PEP�PETRA energies �����

yUnless otherwise stated� antiparticles are implicitly included�



�

� Experimental Procedure and Event Selection

A description of the apparatus can be found in Ref� ���� Features of the apparatus
relevant for the analysis of multi�hadronic �nal states �with emphasis on the detection
of charged particles� are outlined in Ref� ����� The analysis presented here relied on the
information provided by the central tracking detectors� the Micro Vertex Detector �VD�	
the Inner Detector �ID�	 the Time Projection Chamber �TPC�	 the Outer Detector �OD�
and the Barrel Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector �RICH��

� The VD consisted in ���� and ���
 of � cylindrical layers of silicon	 at radii ���	 ���
and ���� cm� They measure R� �i�e�	 transverse to the beam� coordinates over a
length along the beam of 
� cm� The polar angle coverage of the VD is from �
o to
���o�

� The ID is a cylindrical drift chamber �inner radius �
 cm and outer radius 

 cm�
covering polar angles between 
�o and ���o�

� The TPC	 the principal tracking device of DELPHI	 is a cylinder of �� cm inner
radius	 �

 cm outer radius and has a length of 
�� m� Each end�cap is divided
into � sector plates	 each with ��
 sense wires used for the particle identi�cation�
The energy loss per unit length of a charged particle �dE�dx� is measured by these
wires as the ��� truncated mean of the amplitudes of the wire signals� A dE�dx
measurement is considered to be signi�cant if at least �� wires contribute to it� About

�� of the tracks with momentum	 p	 above � GeV�c have no dE�dx information
because they are too close to another track to separate them	 or because they have
too few wire hits�

� The OD consists of � layers of drift cells at radii between ��
 and 
�� cm	 covering
polar angles between ��o and ���o�

� The Barrel RICH ��� covers the polar angle between ��o and ���o� It identi�es the
charged particles by measuring the angle of emission of Cherenkov light	 and thus
the velocity� The mass of the charged particle is then extracted by using the velocity
information combined with the momentum measurement� In order to cover a large
momentum range �� to 
� GeV�c�	 the DELPHI Barrel RICH uses two di�erent
Cherenkov radiators� one liquid �C�F�� and one gaseous �C�F����

The central tracking system of DELPHI covers the region between 
�o and ���o in
polar angle	 �� The average momentum resolution for the charged particles in hadronic
�nal states is in the range �p�p � �����p to ����p �p in GeV�c�	 depending on which
detectors are included in the track �t�

Charged particles were used in the analysis if they had�
�a� momentum larger than ��� GeV�c�
�b� measured track length in the TPC greater than 
� cm�
�c� � between 
�o and ���o�
�d� relative error on the measured momentum smaller than �����
Hadronic events were then selected by requiring that�
��� the total energy of the charged particles in each hemisphere �� above and below

��o� exceeded � GeV�
��� the total energy of the charged particles exceeded �� GeV�
��� there were at least � charged particles with momenta above ��
 GeV�c�
In the calculation of the energies	 all charged particles have been assumed to have

the pion mass�



�

A total of ���	
�� events satis�ed these cuts� Events due to beam�gas scattering and
to �� interactions have been estimated to be less than ���� of the sample� background
from 	�	� events was calculated to be less than ��
��

The in�uence of the detector on the analysis was studied with the simulation pro�
gram DELSIM ��
�� Events were generated with the JETSET ��� Parton Shower Monte
Carlo program ��� �JETSET PS in the following� with parameters tuned as in Ref� �����
The particles were followed through the detailed geometry of DELPHI giving simulated
digitizations in each detector� These data were processed with the same reconstruction
and analysis programs as the real data� Simulations based on HERWIG ��� �HERWIG
in the following�	 based on the decays of clusters	 were also used�

� � Production

The � baryons are detected by their decay in �ight into p
�� Such decays are
separated from the primary Z� decay �primary vertex��

Candidate secondary decays	 V�	 were found by considering all tracks pairs with
opposite charge� The vertex de�ned by each such pair was determined such that the ��

obtained from the distances of the vertex to the extrapolated tracks was minimized�
The � decay vertex candidates were required to satisfy the following�

� In the R� plane	 the angle between the vector sum of the charged particle mo�
menta and the line joining the primary to the secondary vertex was less than ���  

��pt���� mrad	 where pt��� is the transverse momentumof the � candidate relative
to the beam axis	 in GeV�c�

� The radial separation of the primary and secondary vertex in the R� plane was
greater than � cm�

� When the reconstructed decay point of the � was beyond the VD radius	 there were
no signals in the VD consistent with association to the decay tracks�

� The probability of the �� �t to the secondary vertex was larger than ���
�
� The track impact parameter �with respect to the primary vertex� of the higher
momentum particle was larger than ��� �m�pt����

� When dE�dx information was available	 the dE�dx of the candidate proton p was
within three standard deviations of the expected value�

Ambiguities occur with K� decays into 
�
� and with conversions of photons to
e�e� pairs� The K�

S background was reduced by rejecting p
 candidates whose mass	
when taken as 

	 was less than � standard deviations from the K�

S mass� Photon
conversions to e�e� pairs were mostly excluded by requiring the pair mass to be greater
than ��� GeV�c� �assigning the electron mass to each particle� and by requiring the decay
particles to have transverse momentum larger than ���� GeV�c with respect to the vector
sum of their momenta�

The cuts listed above are designed to remove �!s from secondary interactions in
the detector	 as well as combinatorial or physical �misidenti�ed K�!s and photons� back�
ground� They discriminate also against �!s coming from the decays of long�lived strange
baryons	 such as " and #�

The p
� invariant mass spectrum from the accepted V� candidates is shown in
Figure 
� a clear � signal is seen	 with a resolution of about 
�� MeV�c�� The average
reconstruction e$ciency for the detection of a decay �� p
 was estimated by simulation
to be about ����



�

The spectrum has been �tted using the MINUIT ���� package to the sum of two
Gaussian functions for the signal	 superimposed on a linear background in the range
from ��� to ���� GeV�c�� The �t gives m� % ������ � ���
 �stat� � ��
 �syst�MeV�c�

�consistent with the world average of ������������ MeV�c������	 with a total of �
 ����

�� �stat�� � ��� �syst� �!s� The systematic errors include contributions from replacing
the linear background parametrization by a third�order polynomial or an exponential with
threshold	 by using a Breit�Wigner shape to represent the signal	 and from changing the
mass range used for the �t�

The � lifetime	 	�	 has been determined from the selected sample� The correction
factors for each bin of proper time are calculated from the simulation� A least�square
�t of the corrected experimental distribution to an exponential decay function gives
	� % 
���� ps �the error is statistical only�	 compared with the world average of 
���

ps����� Another consistency check was to measure if there were di�erences in the number
of � and �� The measured ratio N��N�� is ���� � ���
	 consistent with the value of ����
� ���
 found in the simulation� It is expected that secondary interactions lead to a ���
ratio greater than ��

The momentum�dependent e$ciency for � reconstruction	 including detector ac�
ceptance e�ects	 has been calculated by the detailed simulation� The combinatorial
background was subtracted for each region of momentum fraction xp independently� the
widths of the Gaussians were allowed to vary independently for each interval of xp� The
measured di�erential cross section � �

�h
�� d�

dxp
� �where �h is the total hadronic cross sec�

tion� for inclusive � and � production at the Z� is shown in Table �� The errors on the
di�erential cross section include both the statistical and the systematic contributions�
the systematic error comes mainly from the parametrization of the background in each
xp region� The results are consistent with our previous measurement ����

In Figure � the measured cross section is compared with the prediction from JET�
SET PS and HERWIG� Both models	 when taken with their default parameters	 fail to
reproduce quantitatively the spectrum at high momentum�

xp %
�pp
s

� �
�h

d�
dxp
�

���� � ���
 
��������
���
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Table �� Di�erential cross section for � production� as a function of the fractional mo�

mentum xp�

The mean � multiplicity	 � N� �  � N�� �	 was obtained by integrating the
distribution as a function of xp	 correcting for the unseen decay mode �n
��	 and assuming



�

the unmeasured regions of xp contain the same fraction of � as predicted by JETSET
PS� This gave

� N� �  � N�� �% ����� � ����� �stat�� ����� �syst� � ���

The systematic error re�ects the uncertainties due to�

� The choice of the background parametrization� This generates an error of �������
� The JETSET PS extrapolation� The average number of � in the unobserved region
is about ����
 according to the simulation� the relative uncertainty on this number
was set to �����

� The �!s produced by the decay of other particles�
According to JETSET PS	 approximately ��� of the �!s come directly from frag�
mentation	 ��� from the decay of the &�	 
�� from the decay of the &�� or of the
&��	 ��� from the decay of the "� or of the "�	 and �� from the decay of the �c�
The &�������� rate might be overestimated by a factor of 
 in JETSET ����
Inaccurate modelling in the simulation of the production ratios of secondary �!s
may a�ect the e$ciency calculations� An uncertainty of �� of the expected num�
ber of non�direct �!s was assigned to this source	 giving to the systematic error a
contribution of �������

The result agrees with the previous determination by DELPHI ��� ����������������
and with the determination by OPAL ��� �������������������� JETSET PS with default
parameters predicts a value of �����	 while HERWIG predicts ������

� ��� Correlations

The correlations between � and � produced in the same event were studied by
searching for events with �� pairs ��unlike type� �	 and �� or �� pairs ��like type� ��

Two di�erent methods of analysis were used for this purpose	 which are described
in detail in subsections ��� and ��
�

The selection criteria for �!s are di�erent from those used to obtain the � inclusive
di�erential cross sections� They were tuned in order to obtain the maximum e$ciency
within each method�

Furthermore	 in order to ensure containment of the event in the �ducial volume of
the detector	 only hadronic events with the thrust axis in the barrel region were retained�
It was required that j cos �thrustj � ���	 where �thrust is the thrust axis polar angle� This
reduces the number of hadronic events to approximately ��� of the total�

In both methods applied for studying the correlations	 care was taken not to use
pairs of V�!s which share a common track�

��� Method �

The motivation for the selection criteria was to achieve a �at or linear background
in the region of the � mass peak� The � decay candidates were required to satisfy the
following�

�� The �� probability of the secondary vertex �t was greater than ���

� The decay distance	 normalized to the measurement error	 was larger that ��	 if the

V� tracks had hits in the vertex detector �VD� and �� if the V� is outside the VD�
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�� When the information of the dE�dx was available from the TPC	 the highest momen�
tum track �de�ned as the proton� had a dE�dx within �� of the proton hypothesis	
and the other track was consistent with a pion within �� from the expected value�

�� The di�erence between the �ight direction and the vector sum of the two tracks of
the V� was less than the minimum of the two values� �� mrad and ���  
��pt�
mrad	 where the pt of the V� �in the R� plane� was expressed in GeV�c�

�� The probability� ��exp���m��pt��rR��c	��� that the � had decayed within the ra�
dius rR� was larger than �� and smaller than ����

�� The opening angle between the two tracks in the R� plane was less than ��� rads�
�� The momentum of the V� was larger than ��� MeV�c�
�� The pT of the decay products relative to the V� direction was larger than ���
 GeV�c�
�� The mass of the V�	 assuming that both tracks are 
!s	 was more than three standard
deviations from the K� mass�

The e$ciency was studied using the detailed DELPHI simulation programs �see
section 
� and was found to be ��� for ���� data and ��� for the ���
� It varies from
approximately 
����� at around ��� GeV�c to ����
��� at around � GeV�c and drops
to about ������� at �� GeV�c for ���
 and ���� data respectively�

First	 events have been searched for with at least two candidate �	 separating unlike
type pairs from like type pairs�

To evaluate the backgrounds in these samples	 the absolute values �m� and �m�

of the di�erences between the two V� candidates! invariant masses m�p
� and the known
� mass value of ������ GeV�c� were computed� The correlations between �m� and �m�

are shown in Figures ��a� and ��b� for unlike and like type pairs respectively� The peaks
at low values of �m� and �m� in both plots are an indication of the production of both
unlike and like type pairs�

The �signal region�	 de�ned by �m��m� � a % �MeV�c�	 contains �	��� events
with unlike type candidate pairs and �
� events with like type candidate pairs� The
number N of selected pairs is a sum of four contributions�

� Ntt	 the number of pairs of true �����
� Ntf 	 the number of pairs in which the �rst candidate is a true ����	 while the second
is fake�

� Nft	 the number of pairs in which the �rst candidate is a fake ����	 while the second
is true�

� Nff 	 the number of pairs in which neither candidate is a true �����

It was veri�ed by simulation that	 in the region of �m used for the extrapolation	 the
background under the �mi peak is �at for each ���� candidate� The three background
contributions Ntf 	 Nft and Nff can thus be estimated from the numbers of pairs N�	 N�

and N�	 in three �control regions� de�ned in the �m�	 �m� correlation plots�

N� % kNft  kNff �m� � a b � �m� � b ka�

N� % kNtf  kNff �m� � a b � �m� � b ka�

N� % k�Nff b � �m� � b ka b � �m� � b ka �

The upper limit a % �MeV�c� of the signal region	 the lower limit b % ��MeV�c� and
the width ka % ��MeV�c� of the interval de�ning the control region were chosen to have
a stable signal to background ratio and to match the hypothesis of a �at background
behaviour for the extrapolation procedure�



	

These choices are illustrated in Figures ��c� and ��d�	 for unlike and like type
pairs respectively� The histogram is obtained projecting the slice �m� � a onto the
�m� axis� For �m� � a	 it therefore shows the total number N of events in the signal
region� For b � �m� � b  ka	 it also shows the contents of the �rst control region
N� % kNft  kNff � The shaded area indicates the projection onto the �m� axis of the
slice b � �m� � b  ka	 scaled down by the factor k� It thus shows the background
contribution N��k % Ntf  Nff 	 scaled from the second control region	 to the events in
the signal region ��m� � a�� It also shows the contribution N��k % kNff of fake�fake
pairs	 scaled from the third control region	 for b � �m� � b ka�

The number of true pairs in the signal region can then be estimated as�

Ntt % N � �Ntf  Nft  Nff�

% N � �N�  N���k  N��k
� 

giving �nally after background subtraction ���� ���stat�� 
��syst� �� pairs and ����

��stat�� ���syst� �� or �� pairs�

After corrections for acceptance and reconstruction e$ciencies	 the average multi�
plicities per hadronic event were obtained�

� N�� �  � N���� � % ����� � ������stat�� ������syst� �
�

� N��� � % ����� � ������stat�� ������syst� � ���

The systematics were evaluated by a variation of the signal region upper limit from a % �
MeV�c� to a % � MeV�c�	 and of the control region from the range between �� and ��
MeV�c� o� the mass peak	 to the range between 
� and 
� MeV�c� o� the mass peak�
The systematic error from the extrapolation to the unseen momentum region was added
in quadrature�

These results are consistent with the corresponding measurements from OPAL ���	
� N��� � ��� N�� �  � N���� �� % ����
� � ������ � ������	 and �� N�� �  �
N���� �� % ���
�� � ������ � ����
��

In Figures ��a�� and ��b�� the corrected distributions of rapidity di�erence and
angular separation in the laboratory frame are presented for the �� pairs� Rapidities
were computed with respect to the sphericity axis of the hadronic events� In these
distributions	 the background has been subtracted bin by bin as explained above� The
di�erential cross sections for unlike pairs	 as a function of the di�erence in rapidity and
of the cosine of the angle � of the pair �measured in the laboratory�	 are shown in Table

 and Table � respectively� To account for systematic errors coming from the background
subtraction	 the error of the di�erential cross section in each bin has been obtained by
summing the statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature�

Figures ��a� and ��b� display a strong �� correlation close in phase space� This
is inconsistent with the recombination model	 which predicts no dynamical correlations	
and with the dominance of leading diquarks	 which would produce a distribution peaked
at cos� % ���

In JETSET PS the �popcorn� mechanism ���� attenuates the baryon�antibaryon
correlation by the insertion of mesons	 according to a parameter �popcorn	 such that
the probability of having a meson between a baryon B and an antibaryon B	
P �BM B���P �B B�  P �BM B��	 is roughly equal to ������  ��� Our data indicate
that popcorn improves the agreement in the description of the �� correlations within
JETSET�
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Both the average number of �� pairs per hadronic event and the rapidity di�erence
distribution can be compared with the predictions of JETSET PS� The normalized ratio
of unlike pairs to single �	 � % 
 � N��� � ��� N� �  � N�� ��	 is measured as

� % ���� � �����stat�� �����syst�  ���

consistent with the value of ��������� measured at PEP�PETRA ����	 and with the value
of ���� predicted by JETSET PS default� HERWIG with default parameters predicts �
% ���
	 which is higher than the DELPHI measurement�

Baryon�antibaryon correlations can be used for distinguishing between string frag�
mentation and cluster fragmentation models� These predict substantially di�erent distri�
butions of the angle �� between the momentum di�erence of a baryon�antibaryon pair	
in its centre�of�mass system	 and the sphericity axis� If the baryons are produced in the
decays of unpolarized clusters with baryon number equal to �	 the distribution in j cos ��j
will be �at� In a string model	 the momentum di�erence will tend to align with the
sphericity axis	 since baryon and antibaryon are pulled apart by the string tension�

Experimentally	 there is a background from the combination of baryon pairs coming
from di�erent clusters	 or di�erent D D pairs� This contamination can be removed by
subtracting like pairs	 which should have this origin in both models�

The DELPHI results on the distribution of the unlike pairs in j cos ��j is displayed
in Figure �	 and compared with the predictions of a simulation based on cluster decay
�HERWIG� and one based on string fragmentation �JETSET�� In order to account for the
di�erences between model and data concerning the pair production rate	 all distributions
are normalized to unity�

The shape measured by DELPHI is clearly consistent with the predictions from
string models	 and excludes the hypothesis that the decay of unpolarized clusters with
baryon number zero is the only source of �� pairs�

The measured distribution of j cos��j for like pairs was larger than zero by more
than ��� standard deviations only in the region j cos ��j � ���� The yield of like pairs is
thus consistent with the hypothesis that these come from di�erent clusters �or di�erent
diquark�antidiquark systems�� We have no indication of clusters splitting into dibaryon�
antidibaryon systems	 i�e�	 of like baryon pairs coming from the same cluster�

��� Method �

This method is similar to the one used in Ref� ���	 and it di�ers from Method � in
the way in which both the signal and the background are estimated�

The like sign pairs are taken as estimators of the uncorrelated pairs plus combina�
torial background	 and subtracted from the unlike sign pairs at the level of uncorrected
distributions� It is important in this case that the combinatorial background in both the
like and unlike pairs is the same and is kept as low as possible�

To this purpose	 the following cuts were changed with respect to Method ��

�� The pT of the V� computed on the plane perpendicular to the V� direction was
required to be larger than ���� and smaller than ��
 GeV�c�

�� The mass of the V�	 assuming that both tracks were 
!s	 was required to be at least
�� MeV�c� from the K� mass�

The following cuts were added�



��

��� The ratio of the momentum of the higher momentum particle to that of the lower
momentum particle was required to be greater than �� This cut reduces the K�

background and at the same time makes unambiguous the de�nition of a � or �
�using the charge of the higher momentum track��

��� Whenever the Barrel RICH information was available	 it was required that the higher
momentum track �considered to be a proton� was not identi�ed as a pion by the
Barrel RICH� This cut was found to reject less than ����� of the signal	 and at the
same time to improve the signal to background ratio from ���� to ��� in the mass
region ���� � ��
� MeV�c�� In the ���� data the RICH selection was not included
and instead the cut on the K� hypothesis was set to ��� MeV�c�� The signal to
background ratio for the ���� data was ��
�

The inclusive p
 mass spectrum after these cuts is shown in Figure ��a�� In the
signal region ��������
� MeV�c��	 ����� � 
�� �stat� � candidates were found after
background subtraction�

For the �� correlations a � candidate was de�ned as a �tagger� when it was within
��� MeV�c� around the � mass for V�!s with xp less than ��
 and ��� MeV�c� for xp
larger than ��
� When a �tagger� was found in an event	 a second � candidate was
searched for� In Figure ��b� the mass spectrum of the second � is shown in the case of
�unlike� pairs �points with the error bars�and in the case of �like� pairs �histogram��The
agreement of the background for the two spectra is excellent� The excess in the ��
signal is an indication of correlated �!s produced in the events� The signal of correlated
�unlike� � pairs can be determined by the di�erence of the two spectra which is shown
in Figure ��c�� In the mass region ��������
� MeV�c��	 we �nd ��
 � �� �� pairs�

The number of �� ���� was computed from the spectrum of the second � in the
like pairs �Figure ��b�� as follows� The background under the mass peak was computed
from the side bands� After subtraction the remaining signal still had to be corrected for
events where the �tagger� � comes from the combinatorial background� This probability
was taken from the inclusive � spectrum and was ��� and ����� for the ���
 and ����
data respectively� After the background subtraction we have ��� � �� like pairs�

After correcting for acceptance e$ciency and branching ratio to p
	 and taking
the weighted mean between the ���� and ���
 values	 we �nd the following average
multiplicities per hadronic event�

� N�� �  � N���� � % ����� � ������stat�� ������syst� ���

� N��� � ��� N�� �  � N���� �� % ����� � ������stat�� ������syst� � ���

The main sources of systematic error considered were the systematic uncertainty in
e$ciency and in the background subtraction� From these sources	 a relative systematic
uncertainty of about ��� for the mean number of �� pairs and ��� for the �� ����
was estimated�

The normalized ratio of unlike correlated pairs to single �!s	
�� % 
�� N��� � ��� N�� �  � N���� ������ N� �  � N�� ��	
is measured as�

�� % ���� � ���
�stat�� �����syst� � ���

This corresponds	 through Eq� ��� and ���	 to

� % ���� � �����stat�� �����syst� � ���

In Figures ��a
�	 ��b
� and � �open squares�	 the background subtracted and e$�
ciency corrected distributions of the unlike correlated �� pairs are given for �y	 cos�
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and j cos ��j respectively �see the previous subsection for the de�nitions�� It was found
that the detection e$ciency for the �!s depends only on their momentum� Thus the cor�
rection for e$ciency was done according to the momentum of the �� It was also veri�ed
that the e$ciency to detect a second � in the event was the same as that for a single ��

The conclusions to be drawn from the plots are the same as for Method �� The
results from the two methods are consistent�

� Summary and Conclusions

The inclusive production of the � baryon and the correlations between � and �
produced in the same event have been studied in a sample of about ���	��� hadronic Z�

decays collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP�
The following average multiplicities have been measuredz�

� N� �  � N�� � % ����� � ����� ���

� N�� �  � N���� � % ����� � ����� ����

� N��� � % ����� � ����� ����

� % 
 � N��� � ��� N� �  � N�� �� % ���� � ���� � ��
�

The predictions of the JETSET ��� version of the Lund Monte Carlo program	 with
default parameters	 are consistent with these results	 while HERWIG ��� with default
parameters overestimates the production of � and the �� correlation� Both JETSET
PS and HERWIG predict a production cross section at high momentum larger than
observed�

The �� correlation is consistent with the prediction of models in which diquarks
in fragmentation are the major baryon source� The �popcorn� mechanism is needed in
JETSET with default parameters to correctly reproduce the observed correlations�

The distribution of �� �the angle between the momentum di�erence of unlike pairs
in their centre�of�mass system and the sphericity axis� favours string models with respect
to models based on the decay of unpolarized clusters with baryon number zero�
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Figure �� Di�erent models for baryon production� �a� recombination of quarks	 �b� lead�
ing diquarks	 �c� diquarks in fragmentation	 �d� diquarks in fragmentation with �popcorn�
contribution�
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Figure 
� p
 invariant mass spectrum for secondary decay candidates�
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Figure �� Di�erential cross section for � production �open circles� as a function of
the momentum fraction xp	 compared to the predictions of JETSET PS �dashed line�	
HERWIG �dashed�dotted line�	 and with the results previously published by DELPHI
�closed triangles��
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Figure �� Scatter plot of the di�erences in p
 invariant mass with respect to the nominal
� mass for �a� unlike type pairs and �b� like type pairs� Projection of the slice �m� � �
MeV�c� on the the �m� axis for �c� unlike type pairs and �d� like type pairs� The shaded
area indicates the projection onto the �m� axis of the slice �� MeV�c� � �m� � 
�
MeV�c�	 scaled down by the factor k % �	 as explained in the text�
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Figure �� �a�� Di�erential cross section for the production of �� pairs �Method ��	
as a function of the di�erence �y in rapidity	 compared to the predictions of JETSET
PS �solid lines� with popcorn probability % ��� �bold�	 no popcorn �upper�	 popcorn
probability % ��� �lower�	 and HERWIG �dashed line�� �a
� Same as �a��	 for correlated
�� pairs �Method 
�� JETSET PS default ���� popcorn�� �b�� Same as �a��	 as a
function of the cosine of the angle � between the � and the � �Method ��� �b
� Same as
�b��	 for correlated �� pairs �Method 
�� JETSET PS default ���� popcorn��
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Figure �� Distribution of �� pairs in the cosine of the angle �� between the � direction
and the sphericity axis	 after subtraction of like�sign combinations� Open circles �Method
�� and open squares �Method 
�� Predictions from JETSET PS �solid line� and HERWIG
�dashed line�� Distributions normalized to ��
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Figure �� �a� p
 invariant mass spectrum of the candidate �!s in Method 
 �see text��
�b� p
 invariant mass spectrum of events tagged by another � candidate	 for like �solid
line� and unlike �dots� combinations� �c� Di�erence unlike�like�


